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Welcome! 

New policies and information have been included in this handbook.   

Currently, we have an end of year recital to showcase talents.    We 

will never force our students to perform, so we do ask that parents 

keep us informed if this is the case.   

Evaluations will resume at the end of each semester.  Notes will give 

the students the ability to study for end of the year testing.  Reminder, 

students are permitted to test out of a level early if they so choose, 

along with Artistic Director approval.   

We love the enthusiasm our students have!  To watch their excitement 

as they accomplish steps is very rewarding and takes hard work to get 

there!  Some students question if dance is right for them, while others 

are adamant about pursuing it.  We encourage one free class for those 

who are in question or wanting to check us out.   

We look forward to dancing with you this fall/ spring.   

 

~Miss Christy 

Artistic Director 



STAFF 

Miss Christy is the Artistic Director and Instructor of Elite 

Performance Infusion Center.  She has spent time studying The Radio 

City Rockette’s repertoire, as well as across the country training in 

classical dance techniques.  She has worked for Walt Disney 

Entertainment, and has been choreographing since age 12.  She has 

performed in many years of the “Nutcracker” as well as other ballets/ 

shows.  To add to her dance experience, she also has experience in 

technical theater, stage management, props and set construction, just 

to name a few… 

 

Mr. Wozniak helps in the office, sales, and marketing and is owner, 

along with Miss Christy.  He has many years of customer service 

experience and enjoys working in the community!   

  



“Life’s EPIC Endancement!” 

 
Life is an existence, being, energy, excitement, and soul.   

Epic can be defined as classic, impressive, ambitious, and grand.  
This pertains to the service, the quality, the goals, the expectations, 

and is the core of what/ who we are  

(Elite Performance Infusion Center.) 

Endancement is unique to our studio and is a play on words- 
Enhancement, enchantment, and at the heart of it all, DANCE!  
Dance is a development, enriching and improving of one’s-self.  
Dance attracts a fascination, charming and delighting to those 

whom partake. 

 

 

Elite Performance Infusion Center, LLC opened in September 

2013.  We were in the “Lake Geneva Children’s Christmas Parade” 

and have had many open houses, events, and performances.  We are 

looking forward to our performance opportunities and involvement 

in the community that lay ahead for this next year and years to 

come. 

  



METHODS OF PAYMENT 
Cash, Check (made payable to E.P.I.C.) OR most major Credit Cards   

*A Fee may be applied on all returned checks 
** A $30 Late Fee will be applied to all past due tuition balances 

 

Students will not be allowed to perform if tuition is not fully paid off 
E.P.I.C. reserves the right to remove any student who is past due on 

fees 

DISCOUNTS 

Early Registration :  5% off 
March- May (We will give details as the time approaches) 

Family:  10% off each additional family member (immediate family 

only please) 

55+:  over the age of 55 may receive 10% off.  Must provide ID 

Tuition Paid in Full: 10% off- Tuition must be received by 

9/11/2017- applies to FALL Tuition only 

Multiple Classes:  2% off- Each additional class (does not apply to 

unlimited study) 

Unlimited Study:  Best if taking 6+ classes & our NEW Year-Round 

Option! 

Please ask about additional discounts that may be available 

REFUNDS 

There are no refunds once payment has been made.  Class 

substitutions may be available. 



CLASS CARDS 

Semester 1 Class Cards expire 12/ 31/ 17  

Semester 2 Class Cards expire 5/ 31/ 18  

Summer Class Cards expire 8/ 31/ 18  

SCHEDULES/ CALENDARS 

To stay up-to-date on the most current schedules and 

calendars please refer to our website and/ or Facebook.  

Schedules are subject to change, and often times may be 

altered going into October based on student enrollments/ 

class accommodations. 

  



CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE 

BE AWARE 

 Please arrive on time for class (We suggest 10-15 Minutes early to prepare 

& we open studio doors 15 minutes before the first scheduled class.) 

 Street Shoes ARE NOT PERMITTED IN THE STUDIO 

BE PREPARED 

 Please follow DRESS CODE!!!   
Teachers need to see body placement for corrections.  Improper 
dance attire may result in restrictive movement or the potential 
cause for injury.  Please see Dance Attire details on website PDFs 
for clear guidelines of apparel.  
 
 Buns are standard hair for ballet.  It allows for full head and neck 
movement without restrictions.  Hair needs to be pulled back for 
other classes to ensure mobility and lessen distractions.   

 Please turn cell phones off during class- unless you have spoken 
with the instructor about needing to have it on 

 Bathroom Breaks should be done prior to class 
Bathroom breaks during class cause disruptions and cause the 
student to lose out on training/ information.  Excuses to the 
bathroom are only for “emergencies.” 

 NO Food OR Gum is permitted in class 
Food creates a mess that can damage shoes and flooring.  Gum is a 
choking hazard! 

 WATER is the only permitted beverage in the studio 
Dancers need to stay hydrated, so, we ask that water is stored in 
the spaces provided in the studio along with other dance 
belongings.   

BE ATTENTIVE 

 NO leaning OR sitting unless instructed to do so 
Proper posture is essential to dance and leaning gives the 
appearance of not caring.  It is disrespectful to the instructor(s.)   



 Do not play with the mirrors OR ballet barres 
They are to be used for training and need to be maintained 
properly. 

 Notebooks & writing utensils are to be ready for the end of class 
Notes will be given to all leveled classes.  This helps students 
understand what and why they are doing certain steps in class.  
This will act as a study guide for end of year evaluations.   

 In order to prevent distraction, please wait for a pause in the 
music if you are late to class. 
Being late disrupts the class, and the student misses valuable 
warm-up time that takes place at the beginning of class.  Missing 
this time can result in injury if not properly warmed up.  Those 
entering late will be required to warm- up appropriately on their 
own or take notes the remainder of class.  Tardiness will be 
documented in attendance.   

BE RESPECTFUL 

 Positive Attitude! 
Each student should encourage each other to be the best dancer 
and person they can be.    

 Speaking should be kept to a minimum in class 
This is to ensure focus on movement, body placement, music, and 
direction.  It is disruptive to class and minimizes the amount of 
quality dance practice.   

 Parents- please do not disrupt class! (This includes hovering at the 

door/ trying to watch student testing.)  We offer Parent 
Observation Week and other opportunities to see class. 

 Please be respectful of photography/ Videography/ Audio 
Recording policies, which are posted in the lobby, as well as page 
11 of this handbook! 

 One person at a time in the bathroom!  
 (Only exception is a parent/ Guardian assisting THEIR child.) 
Every student is entitled to his or her own privacy; any violation of 
this may result in termination of the student/ parent without a 
refund.   



*Not all of the above rules apply to those ages 5 and below.  They do 

not take notes and generally like to talk; we just try to keep it from 

turning into story time. 

SYLLABUS & TESTING 

Syllabus- Our syllabus is handed out at the beginning of the year to 
each student (or when a new student starts.)  It outlines what will be 
tested come springtime.  In the event the syllabus is lost, it is the 
student’s responsibility to write it down from a friend.  It is structured 
specifically for our studio and cannot be found online or through other 
forms of social media. 

 
 Testing- This takes place following spring break.  We test in two 
ways: 

 
Physical Test- shows that students are capable of 
performing the steps and technique requirements of their 
respective level.  Students test individually throughout class-
time.   
 
Written Test- demonstrates each student’s knowledge of 
the vocabulary requirements.  Students test in the conference 
room (unless otherwise determined.)  They are required to 
remain silent and seated during this time as well as follow any 
additional instructions given.   
 

*In the event any parent, fellow sibling, and/ or other person(s) are 
seen “spying” on the student’s testing- that respective student(s) will 

immediately lose their test and not be permitted to move up until 
future determination!  



ATTENTION: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY POLICY 

FOR THE PRIVACY AND SAFETY OF OUR STUDENTS 

NO PHOTOGRAPHY  

UNLESS AUTHORIZED BY INSTRUCTOR 

AUDIO/ VIDEO 

RECORDING POLICY 

DUE TO COPYRIGHT LAWS, THERE IS ABSOLUTELY 

NO VIDEO/ AUDIO RECORDING ALLOWED AT THE 

STUDIO AT THIS TIME!  THIS INCLUDES, BUT NOT 

LIMITED TO: 

PRACTICE/LESSONS 

REHEARSALS  

RECITALS 

PERFORMANCES OF ANY KIND 

THIS IS EFFECTIVE BOTH ON AND OFF THE 

PREMISES. 

 



BEHAVIOR 
We greatly encourage a positive attitudes and behavior here.  Dancers 

tend to spend a lot of time working on steps and in class.  We want the 

students to encourage each other as well as themselves to be the best 

dancers possible.  To benefit all students in class the following will take 

place: 

 

STAR STUDENT 

Students will be able to nominate fellow classmates for star student of 

each month!  Please see additional information at the studio.    

 

STARS 

Students receive stars to place in their notebooks.  They are for 

accomplishing certain steps, trying hard, positivity, and a variety of 

other purposes they must work towards to be an EPIC dancer!  You 

never know when you may earn one!  Star totals will include the 

following rewards for each session: 

5 STARS  a small candy of choice 

10 STARS  Large candy bar 

15 STARS  a selection from Treasure Box 

20 STARS  Treasure Box selection + Candy Bar 

 

 

 



CONSEQUENCES 

We understand, sometimes children, as well as adults, can 

have “off days.”  However, if any behavior is found to be 

unfavorable or unacceptable in class or while interacting with 

fellow students, staff, or parents at the studio/ any events the 

following will take place:   

 

1) The instructor will speak with the student about behavior- 

parent will be told of any said incident.  For children ages 5 and 

under we use a stop light, once red is reached it is time to visit 

mom or dad.  Goal is to stay on GREEN!  

 

2) If the situation persists, a meeting with the student, parent(s), 

and instructor will occur, as will documentation of the 

conversation, discussing how to rectify the situation.   

 

3) Final warning!  Again, parents will be spoken with, and the 

student may be “suspended” from class.   

 

4) Should behavior continue beyond the above steps, expulsion 

from class without a refund might be the result.  

 

**Older/ upper level students may be instructed to do conditioning or 

sit out and take notes for the duration of class/ rehearsal** 

Instructors/ staff reserve the right to determine what qualifies for 

these steps and what is deemed as inappropriate behavior.   

  



COMMUNICATION 
We want all students and parents to be aware of what is going on at 

the studio and in class.  To help this happen we have several lines of 

sending/ receiving information.   

Website:  We update this frequently!  Best means of staying up to 

date on schedules, events, and the monthly newsletter.   

Facebook:  We use caution in what we post on here to maintain the 

safety of all of our students.  This is where we post reminders, any 

studio closing (for bad weather), fun community events, and fun dance 

posts.  :D 

E-mail:  We check it regularly!  You can expect a reply generally within 

24 hours (usually less.)  However, if it’s a week we are “off” expect a 

response at the end of the week at the absolute latest!   

Phone:  Please do not hesitate to call or text.  If we are not in, please 

leave a message to ensure we can properly respond to you.   

Please also feel free to speak with us in person.  Hours we are open 

are based on class schedules.   

ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS 
Weather can sometimes throw us curveballs.  Our general rule of 

thumb is: if schools are closed due to weather, so are we.  We want 

everybody to stay safe, classes can be made up if weather causes 

cancelations.  Please see “Sick Days & Other Missed Classes” for make- 

up policy.  We post a Facebook status to advise everyone on those 

particular days.   



SICK DAYS & OTHER MISSED CLASSES 
We understand everyone gets sick and would much rather have 

students stay home and get better.  In the event a class is to be 

missed, please contact the studio to inform us prior to the start of 

class at the latest.  A make-up class is permitted in a class equal to or 

below in level.  Any missed classes must be made up by the end of 

each month.   

PARENTS 
We want to thank you for your interest in dance classes for your 

child(ren.)  Transporting them to and from can be quite a job 

sometimes.   

The lobby is a where we ask you wait until class is done, if you choose 

to stay here.  We have Wi-Fi so feel free to use it and relax!   

Observation days will take place on select weeks.  We don’t generally 

allow parents to sit in during class or stand in the doorway as it can be 

VERY disruptive.  Currently we do not permit video recording, but 

please feel free to take as many still pictures as possible with 

permission from the instructor.   

It can be very easy for parents to question why their/ your child hasn’t 

moved up or to have higher expectations of them.  We would like to 

remind you as well as your student(s) that dance takes practice.  It is 

not nearly as easy as it looks.  We work off of a syllabus and test 

students to be placed in their appropriate levels.  Certain steps may 

take longer than others to accomplish.  If your child is new to dance it 

is a world of new experiences and challenges.  They need your 

encouragement as well.  Some days may be better than others and 

eventually it all pays off.   

Again, we THANK YOU for all you do! 



 

 

 

 

(262) 249- 0398 

 

info@eliteperformanceinfusioncenter.com 

 

misschristy@eliteperformanceinfusioncenter.com 

 

www.ElitePerformancInfusionCenter.com  

 

921 Park Drive Unit D 

Lake Geneva, WI 53147 

 

 

 

*Reminder:  Schedules are subject to change, please follow FaceBook and our 

website to stay updated! 
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